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1. INTRODUCTION.

Progresc in the field of LWR fuels is the result of continuous up-
dating of fuel technology and fuel design capabilities, backed up by irradi-
ation experience and by comprehensive performance assessment.

Our fuel technology has first been based on plutonium fuels both for
light water reactors and fast reactors ; it has been scaled up gradually as
the potential demand increased. The actual BELGONUCLEAIRE
plutonium fuel fabrication facilities constitute a symbol of the present
state of achievement j\J. This development in fuel technology has been
completed by parallel activities of fuel design, to insure an optimized
plutonium utilization and to offer a full gTiarantee for the behaviour of re-
load cores (constituted of uianium and/or mixed oxide).

In-reactor experience is gained through the supply of demonstration
assemblies and core reloads, the follow-up of their irradiation in power
reactors (both BWR's and PWR's) and their performance evaluation by
on-site investigations and hot cells postirradiation examinations. The
know-how includes enriched uranium assemblies, Pu-island assemblies
and all-plutonium assemblies clad as well with stainless steel as with
Zircaloy. In parallel to these irradiations in power reactors, samples
are being irradiated in material testing reactors to assess particular
details of the specifications or to investigate the behaviour of the fuels at
extreme conditions.



2. ECONOMIC INCENTIVES.

The indicative structure of the generating cost of electricity is
given in Table I. The structure of the fuel cycle costs is also given in this
table. The so-called "fabrication cost" includes procurement of non-
fissile materials, manufacturing costs and engineering costs.

Although several factors can affect the generating cost, the most
sensitive ones are those having a direct impact on the availability of the
power plant. Operating experience shows that the reasons for unavailab-
ility are usually failures unrelated to fuel (e. g. steam generator leaks,
cracks in piping, etc.. . . ) or safety ruling constrains (delays necessary to
grant licenses). It is nevertheless important that thic generally high relia-
bility of nuclear fuel be maintained and even improved ; a reduction of the
failure rate decreases the circuit contamination and thereby the service
and maintenance related costs (including down-time) ; the fuel and fuel
cycles should meet the manoeuvrability hazard arising from insufficient
margins. Any increase of the cost of the reload is justified to achieve these
goals even at the expense of the fabrication cost or even more at the expense
of the fuel design or management. Indeed, a doubling of the design cost in-
creases the generating cost in a negligible proportion (0.4 %).

To achieve'this, a large effort must be and has been realized in
Belgium in developing and assessing the required design methods, in train-
ing skilled people and in demonstrating the quality of the products. The
acquisition of this experience in the particular case of BELGONUCLEAIRE
lias included over the past 15 years a proprietary development and cross-
checking of the fuel and core management design methods and criteria (in-
cluding safety analysis), a continuous updating of the drawings and specific-
ations and the qualification of the fabrication plants.

It represents a total of 3090 man-year, contributed by ourselves and
our national laboratory over 20 years. It must be considered as the re-
quired level of effort a country should spend if it wishes to be knowledgeable
in nuclear fuel.

3. POWER REACTOR EXPERIENCE.

This approach in Belgium can best be outlined on the basis of the
gradual implementation of the modern features of LWR fuels. Fig. 1 indic-
ates when our fuel assemblies incorporating these features have started
operating in power plants. One should take into account that before such
operation has been started a development, assessment and fabrication period
has elapsed which takes three to five years and even more.

More details on the demonstration assemblies and on the reloads are
given in /zj. The 10300 fuel rods experienced by BELGONUCLEAIRE include
all the designs utilized in LWR's. As well and even better than irradiating
a large number of fuel rods, the diversity of designs and specifications has
enabled to obtain a deep and complete view of the problems involved and of the
adequate solutions.



4. CLADDING.

The first claddings to be utilized were stainless steel ones and they
behaved wall except for the susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking.
The limits of operation have been assessed ; e.g. the data from a power
ramping campaign of the whole BR 3 core in 1968 jTiJ are being applied to
determine the manoeuvrability applicable to the SEHA fuel wiiich is still
clad with stainless steel.

The Zircaloy cladding in-reactor experience is being accumulated
since 1969 both in PWR's and BWR's. The features considered were :

- the influence of surface treatment,
- the mechanical properties,
- its hydriding behaviour,
- its creep response.

Because of the importance of the mechanical behaviour of the clad-
ding a large effort has been spent in developing design codes (COMETHE,
CREBUCK, CUIC) and validating them against generic irradiation experi-
ments.

5. PLUTONIUM RECYCLE.

For a country like Belgium, the plutonium generated in the power
plants is almost the only domestic energy resource available at reasonable
price. This is the main reason why we started quite early (20 years ago) to
develop an industry capable of designing, manufacturing and providing the
services relating to plutonium fuels, including all the aspects and constrains
relating to the recycle in light water reactors [AJ.

It is worth mentioning that it. is in Belgium that the first plutonium
assembly was loaded in a LWR in 1963. Furthermore, plutonium fuel
equivalent to s elf-generated plutonium recycle has been supplied for one
full GARIGLIANO reload (BOL : 1975) and two full BR 3 reloads (BOL :
1972 and 1976). The progressive implementation of plutonium reloads in
BR 3 is illustrated in Fig. 2. The Belgian programme has been presented
previously /_ 1, 3_7. Figs. 3 and 4 update the status of the burnup and power
ranges being investigated.

6. FUEL ASSEMBLIES.

While most of the failures in power reactors have occurred up to
now for reasons related to the design or the manufacture of fuel rods, it
remains nevertheless that the assembly structure,and more particularly
the spacer grids, play an important role in the behaviour and the economy
of the nuclear fuel.

6.1. Spacer grids.

We have followed in Belgium the successive trends starting with the
early design concept of the PWR assembly and switching to more modern
grids along the years (Fig. l). All those successive grids performed well
except for a few teething troubles restricted to the contact between the grids
and the fuel rods in the very early designs.



Recent a'nd still continuing increases in the prices of natural
uranium and enrichment services are stressing the importance of utilizing
spacers of low neutron absorption. In this frame, we have developed since
1970 a Zircaloy grid which was introduced in assemblies loaded in a PWR
since 1972 and in a BWR since 1973. All results obtained up to now indic-
ate the perfect behaviour of that grid structure which leads to a decrease
of fuel cycle costs up to 1 million $ per year for a 1,000 MWe PWR.
Furthermore, the higher robustness of these grids as compared to Inconel
grids decreases the probability of damages to the fuel assemblies during
the handling operations.

6.2. Assembly design.

Because of the needs of our plutonium recycle programme, we had
to demonstrate as well our capability in PWR assemblies as in BWR
assemblies. Our experience covered successively the shrouded design
(BOX. : 19t>3), the shroudless design (BOL : 19f>9), a BWR assembly (BOL :
197i), a typical RCC assembly first with large diameter fuel rods (1972)
and later on with small diameter fuel rods (1974). The recent ones are dis-
mountable, troth for BWR1 s and for PWR's.
While irradiation is still being pursued to higher residence times, most of
those assemblies can already be considered as demonstrated, as well from
the design and licensing as from the behaviour points of view.

6.3. Design flexibility.

The change of the design of a fuel assembly for reload fuels is a
case that the Utilities have potentially to face, e.g. when required for
licensing reasons, when obliged by difficulties experienced with the original
design or when motivated by economic reasons.

In the successive reloads of BR 3, for either operational or demons-
tration purposes, we had the opportunity to experience eight successive
modifications of the fuel assembly design in that single reactor which is
maybe unique in the field. Some of those modifications were minor (3) but
the other ones incorporated completely new features.

This capability to design or assess modifications is backed by the
required testing loops and devices, operated in conjunction with the national
laboratory.

7. REACTIVITY CONTROL.

Beside the normal reactivity control by diluted boric acid (PWR's)
and by control rod movements (BWR's), BELGONUCLEAIRE was deeply
involved in a programme based on variable D2O-H2O moderation. On the
other hand, reactivity control by gadolinium was studied quite early in a
BWR ; later on it was also applied to a PWR, first on a demonstration level
of eight PWR assemblies incorporating gadolinium (BOL : 1974) and, two
years later, in a full reload incorporating 30 % of plutonium fuel ; the re-
activity control by gadolinium, acting in conjunction with the diluted boric



acid in this core (BR 3/4 A) is also a pioneering step for a better utilization
of the fuel.

8. DATA ACQUISITION.

The performance of the hereabove mentioned tasks constitutes the
most efficient benchmark to develop a capability and self-sufficiency in the
field of nuclear fuels for LWR's. It enabled to develop and validate all the
necessary design and licensing codes and workmanship approaches and to
train the personnel for their proper and efficient use, It is felt that only
such experience spread over years can constitute a back-ground to face the
needs, foreseeable or not, in the field of LWR's fuels.
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Table I

Typical generating and fuel cycle costs for a PWR

Cost component

- Amortization

- Fuel cycle

- Operation

Generating cost

- U concentrate

- Conversion U3O8 to UF&

- Enrichment

- Fuel fabrication (incl. reload design)

- Reprocessing

- Recovered U and Pu

Fuel cycle cost

%

66

24

10

100

u

51

4

38

11

15

- 19

P u

40

4

27

13

20

- 4

100

A U : reloads without Pu recycle.

Pu : reloads with Pu recycle.
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RELATIVE FRACTION OF PLUTONIUM
FUEL RODS LOADED IN BR3 CORES
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